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IMAS Once 
ONCE - Online Non-Stop Connected Enterprise - Web Based 

IMAS ONCE designed for companies or a group of sister companies, with this amount 
of information, the application will collect, organize, and output detailed and summary 
reports with the least effort from the user. 

IMAS ONCE works on registration data suppliers and data warehouses, cost centers 
and groups of items and data items and the opening balances of the items and also 
has the possibility to copy items for cost centers and stores can also calculate the 
average price with the ability to manually close the end of the period. 

IMAS ONCE works to 
register Store Dispatch 
Receipt for a group of 
items with the possibility of 
registration of an infinite 
number of movements, 
according to the date of 
movement and features a 
diamond could be the 
definition of an infinite 
number of varieties can 
also register an unlimited 
number of stores and cost 
centers so that the extraction of reports by category or group class or warehouse or 
cost center. 

IMAS ONCE works on registration of Items Movement  for each of the receive and 
transfers items with the possibility of registration of an infinite number of movements 
according to movement date, IMAS ONCE allows any diamonds divide items into 
groups so they can be the extraction of statistics detailed and generally in accordance 
with items group, IMAS ONCE features a diamond could be the definition of an infinite 
number of items as can record an infinite number of stores and cost centers so that the 
extraction of reports by category or group category, or store or cost center. 

IMAS ONCE is working on Receive / Return Items from and to suppliers with the 
possibility of registration of an infinite number of movements, according to the history 
of the movement can also receive items on the store or warehouse or on cost center 
directly. IMAS ONCE also allows the division of items into groups so they can be the 
extraction of detailed statistics and a whole according to items group. IMAS ONCE is 
characterized by the possibility of the definition of an infinite number of items can be 
registered as an infinite number of stores and cost centers so that the extraction of 
reports by category or group or category, or store cost center. 

IMAS ONCE works to record Physical Inventory for items in each store or cost center 
and account items to inventory and calculate the consumption in a cost center. 


